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“Energy rightly
applied and directed
will accomplish
anything.”
-Nellie Bly
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Above: Eugene, Alexa, Olivia and AJ participating in “Color Me Calm”

Recently there has been growing interest in coloring as a stress relieving technique for
adults. Commonly thought of as an activity strictly for young children, coloring has actually been found to generate wellness and stimulate brain areas associated with motor
skills, senses and creativity among adults and children alike. We noticed that AJ had purchased a few "adult coloring books" for himself and decided that it would be a beneficial
activity to encourage among all of our clients. Thankfully, the Treasure Valley is full of
wonderful resources to make use of, and we were able to find weekly and monthly coloring groups meeting at local libraries in both Boise and Star. "Color Me Calm" has been
a great evening activity that our clients have been enjoying this past month. It has definitely been a creative and calming outlet for all who attend.

Public Library Use
Left:
Lake Hazel Public
Library

In addition to attending "Color Me Calm"
group meetings, all of our clients have been
making use of the other resources offered
by local libraries. Not only do the libraries
offer many other groups, including knitting,
physical activity, autistic spectrum social
gatherings, etc., but they also have allowed
our clients to establish relationships with
them through patronage of book and DVD
rentals and public computer use. We are
very encouraged to see this partnership and
are looking into possible volunteer opportunities at these locations in the future.
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Left:
Connor, Olivia and
Adrian relaxing
after bowling
Right:
Kyle and Adrian
tubing in Eagle

Left:
Kyle, Adrian and
Alexa tubing in
Eagle

Left:
Eugene, Alexa,
Kyle and AJ at
Archery Central
Right:
Adrian and Olivia
at the YMCA

Left:
An elk spotted
close-up on the
Elk Sleigh Ride
Right:
Alexa and Olivia
at the Twisted
Ewe Knitting Club

December Snapshots
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Group Dinners
Throughout the month of January, Chick-fil-A
has been running a promotion giving away
free dinner items on Tuesday nights between
the hours of 5p-8p. This has been a great opportunity to get our clients excited about
evening activities. We have used this resource to help our clients with their planning
skills; encouraging them to structure their
day to allow for a social group meal in the
evening. This has also allowed us to get everyone out and about at the same time, with a
positive focus, allowing for conversation
about the cost of food and group planning for
what to do after the meal. Not only has this
activity provided them with sustenance and
growth as a group, it has also been a lot of
fun to share meals all together.

Horticulture Expo
The Idaho Horticulture Expo was held at
Boise Center this month and Aloft was
happy to offer Kyle an opportunity to
attend. Hundreds of exhibitors were present to supply the brightest ideas, most
popular plants and the latest technology
in the horticulture industry. Given that
Kyle is a horticulture student at the College of Western Idaho, he was able to
enjoy this international conference and
supplement his weekly class schedule
while learning from leaders in the landscape, irrigation and garden industries.

Freak Alley
Freak Alley Gallery is a venue for public artwork
in downtown Boise. This nationally renowned
cultural exhibit extends for several blocks and
showcases local artists’ work. Every two years a
mural is replaced or modified. Our clients spent
an evening walking through the unique exhibit.

Archery Central
An activity that our clients have enjoyed before was
offered again this month, and it received rave reviews. Our group went to Archery Central; a facility
that offers the latest in archery related products and
provides an indoor bow shooting range for beginners
and experts alike. While our clients range from Eugene, who is experienced in bow shooting and is
even able to craft his own bows out of PVC piping,
to AJ, Kyle and Alexa who have been shooting once
before but still require a bit of assistance; they were
all able to have a good time on the evening they decided to go shooting. They spent about 40 minutes
honing their skills and then were able to see some
experts in action during a night tournament.
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Events
February 7th:
Super Bowl Party
February 12th:
Alexa’s Birthday Dinner and Movie
February 14th:
Ski/Snowboard Lesson at Bogus Basin
February 28th:
Disc Golf at Lake Lowell
Every Monday:
YMCA- Yoga Class @ 12n
Every Tuesday:
Color Me Calm and Knitting Group @ 6p
Every Wednesday:
Dungeons and Dragons @ 6p
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“It's not about perfect.
It's about effort. And
when you bring that effort
every single day, that's
where transformation
happens. That's how
change occurs.”
-Jillian Michaels

ALOFT

TRANSITIONS

Green Smoothies
Eating the proper amounts of fruits and veggies everyday is a struggle, and green
smoothies are what I, Collin, do to help
make that easier. With a little bit of research, and a lot of experimenting, we have
started a green smoothie movement. Green
smoothies are a healthy choice of snack and
meal replacement that includes many fruits, vegetables, and different sources
of protein. We here at Aloft, typically use bananas, blueberries, strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, spinach, and kale. For proteins, we use protein powder and peanut butter; for liquids we use coconut milk, cows milk
or water. Each smoothie recipe contains over half of the daily recommended amounts of fruits and vegetables. With the start of the new year and
new goals in mind, staff and students alike, are motivated to create healthy
changes.

